SACRED GEOMETRY TOUR OF SOUTH FRANCE
WITH DAN WINTER / JUNE 5-12, 2008
We invite you to unveil
the mysteries of the South
of France.
Follow the Celtic Trail of the Holy Grail. Become acquainted with
sacred Cathar sites and Sacred Geometry. Attend seminars in
a Sacred Geometric Dome. All while staying in a beautiful villa
in the South of France and enjoying the food, great company
and the pristine countryside. Participate in seminars with Dan
Winter, Sacred Geometry genius, followed by a tour tracing the
mysteries of the holy grail, and unraveling The DaVinci Code
sites. Join us for an exciting exploration of the cutting edge of
“cosmic physics”.
For more information go to www.fengshuiseminars.com.

SACRED GEOMETRY TOUR OF SOUTH FRANCE
WITH DAN WINTER
June 5-12, 2008: The Holy Grail Mysteries and Cathar Sacred Sites
What do the Holy Grail, Mary Magdalene, The Da Vinci Code,
The Cathars and Templars, Rennes-le-Chateau, The Golden
Ratio, Alchemy, Pharaohs, Freemasons, Ancient Scrolls, and
scientific and modern physics all have in common? The only way
to find out is to come to this special part of France and explore
the significant sites and study with one of the leading experts in
Ancient Mysteries, Dan Winter. Or you might just wish to come
for the French food and countryside!

SITE TOURS: FIELD TRIPS INTO
GRAIL COUNTRY
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rennes la Chateau
Rennes Les Bains
Mont Segur
St.Martin du Canigou
Mounr Bugarach
and many other sites

South France, the Celtic Trail of the Holy
Grail; Sacred Cathar Sites and Sacred
Geometry; seminars in a geometric
dome; accommodations in a beautiful
South France villa; 3 day seminar with
Dan Winter, Bliss teacher and sacred
geometry genus, followed by a 3 day tour
of the mysteries of the holy grail, unravelling the DaVinci Code sites; who, when,
what and where were the Cathars? Come
and join us to explore the cutting edge of
“cosmic physics.”
ACCOMMODATIONS
We all will be staying at a goreous French
countryside bougique hotel. Surrounded
by pristine nature, along with healthy—
hearty French meals prepared by our
hosts. Some days our seminars with Dan
are held here, other times in a Sacred
Geometry Dome nearby, and other days
we will be exploring the sacred sites
nearby. Transport-all meals provided.
HOW TO GET THERE
If flying in from outside of France,
Carcasonne Airport has cheap flights

from London and other airports. Email us
for more details and check our website.
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